
Making the MFPs think www.ysoft.com

Centralization of IT systems and services makes managing your entire print 
infrastructure easier and helps to ensure system reliability. IT staff spend less 
time connecting separate servers and setting the same options over and over 
again on multiple servers.

YSoft SafeQ Private Cloud enables you to manage servers centrally. Thanks 
to this architecture, the solution saves you time and signifi cantly reduces the cost 
in deploying to many branches and on-going maintenance.
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Central Management

 Manage all servers at all locations from 
a single Web-based interface. 

 Central Reporting

 Create a report detailing print costs across 
the entire company and fi nd the sources 
of high expenditure.

 Job Roaming

 Print your job in London and collect your 
documents in New York.

 Load Balancing 
 & Failover

 Ensure effi cient and reliable print 
services with automatic workload 
distribution and server clustering.
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Private Cloud

YSoft SafeQ Private Cloud is an essential IT management tool for organizations with 
multiple branches and offi ces. Setting up and managing servers at multiple locations 
has never been easier. From a single Web page, IT staff can control the entire 
system, change settings and create detailed reports.

YSoft SafeQ ensures optimum communication between the central server and remote locations—
and printing services at remote locations continue even if communication with the headquarters 
fails. What’s more, you can safe at least 95% WAN data bandwidth.

Central Management
Central Management allows total control 
of the networked print environment from 
a single location. To minimize network 
traffi c, YSoft SafeQ can be deployed and 
confi gured both centrally and remotely 
and in addition, all print data does 
not have to travel over your wide area 
network. Print data is managed in each 
location separately by a YSoft SafeQ 
Smart Agent.

The YSoft SafeQ administrator dashboard 
enables IT staff to monitor the entire 
system. The dashboard provides 
information such as system health, 
current workload status and an overview 
of all print system operations.

The YSoft SafeQ dashboard enables 
the administrator to immediately react to 
any situation that occurs anywhere in the 
network and act fast to keep services 
running.

Central Reporting
Central Reporting enables easy and 
automatic collection of information across 
all of your organization’s branches and 
offi ces. Thanks to its unique architecture, 
YSoft SafeQ only transfers relevant 
information and the data link between 
headquarters and branches is kept to 
a minimum.  

YSoft SafeQ Central Reporting serves 
organizations of all sizes, from small 
businesses with just a few branches 
to large corporations with hundreds of 
subsidiaries and offi ces worldwide.

Job Roaming

Job Roaming provides a “higher level“ 
of follow-me functionality which will be 
typically appreciated by users who travel 
between your company’s offi cies. All print 
jobs sent to YSoft SafeQ in one location 
can be released anywhere in the YSoft 
SafeQ network and with no geographic 
limitation.

Job Roaming requires only 
minimal data transfer. To optimize 
network traffi c, Job Roaming uses 
two methods of job distribution:

 Near location – job information is 
 synchronized immediately, so the user
 can collect their prints in other   
 locations without delay.

 Far location – job information is
 downloaded when the user logs 
 in at the terminal. This method 
 is used for locations separated 
 by great distances.
 

Load balancing 
& Failover

YSoft SafeQ supports various methods 
to ensure the continuous operation 
of critical components and to reduce the 
impact to users if a component fails.

If a server fails or communication with 
the central server is interrupted, another 
server immediately and automatically 
takes over.

Thanks to load balancing, YSoft SafeQ 
can manage millions of pages per month. 
During printing, YSoft SafeQ decides 
which server should accept the job to 
optimally split the workload amongst 
servers.

“Our IT staff has 
found YSoft SafeQ 
simple to administrate. 
They appreciate the 
centralized structure 
and reporting system, 
which makes the 
management and 
service of the entire 
printing network very 
easy and fl exible.”

Ivan Senekovic, 
IT & C System Administrator, 
Raiffeisen Bank International
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